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Abstract 

Field of view in virtual environments such as games is the angular cone-of-vision a camera uses 

to display content on screen, and is subject to various characteristics and effects. Some of these 

effects have been documented based on simulation. However little to no research is readily 

available regarding video games. This paper set out to document and verify if field of view can 

reliably be used to affect potential game design aspects, particularly for first-person cameras. 

Several factors were identified and tests constructed which had participants play through a 

virtual first-person environment on regular computer hardware (no head-mounted display or 

other viewing mediums). The measured properties were distance, scale and speed as a function 

of field of view. According to the results, distances appear longer, objects appear smaller and 

movement faster at higher field of view, however at varying amounts depending on the context, 

scenario and viewing angle of the camera. In addition it was also shown that text readability 

and peripheral vision were significantly affected. It was concluded that field of view can be 

used within games and virtual applications to enable certain game design elements, and that 

field of view also should be a consideration in designing a game as it may be interpreted 

differently given a different field of view. 
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Glossary 

Term Description 

FoV Field-of-View; the angle of the perspective 

camera model used to display content in a 

virtual environment. Unless otherwise stated, 

FoV denotes here horizontal field of view. 

FPS First-Person-Shooter; a game term for where 

a camera is placed and moved to simulate the 

eyes of a virtual avatar, contrary to third-

person where the avatar is visible on screen. 

For historical reason “shooter” is included, 

though the term has been generalized to not 

necessarily require shooting as part of the 

game mechanics.  

PC Personal Computer. Used here to indicate a 

platform environment common for desktop 

usage, with one or several monitors typically 

less than 30 inches in size and viewed from 

less than a meter away. 

Virtual Environment/Scene A virtual environment in this paper defines an 

environment generated and rendered by a 

computer, as opposed to an environment set 

in reality. Virtual environments have a range 

of dynamic properties and options (such as 

field of view) which all affects the final 

image displayed on a computer screen. 

“Scene” is used to describe a particular 

section of a virtual environment. 

Interactive Environment Similar to a virtual environment, with the 

addition that the final screen image is not 

static and react to input and activities from a 

user. At the very least it is assumed in this 

paper that an interactive environment 

features constant camera movement, which 

produces additional characteristics beyond 

static imagery. 
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1. Introduction 

Field of view, or simply FoV, is an angular measurement of the perspective of a camera. A 90° 

field of view indicates that the viewing medium (usually a camera lens) can capture the 

environment within a 90° imaginary cone in front if it (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Field of view visualization 

Everything inside the field of view cone in Figure 1 will be rendered and visible in the final 

image (except when obstructed, as is the case with the small square to the right of the circle), 

which in virtual environments usually is the image that is shown on screen. 

There exist no uniform field of view value suitable for every virtual environments. Different 

aspects such as screen resolution and viewing distance may determine a field of view value that 

is the closest representative of the real size the screen occupies of a human’s actual vision, as if 

the screen was simply a window. This is however not always desired or possible, and other 

factors may drive the choice of field of view in a virtual environment. Different field of view 

angles as well as runtime changes to the angle also produce different characteristics and effects 

when used interactively in a virtual environment. 

Various characteristics of the field of view are known and documented, however due to the 

relatively newfound scientific research on video games there has been a lack of research made 

specifically regarding field of view in correlation with game design. 
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The purpose of this thesis is to examine the features and effects useable as part of a game’s 

design that can be realized by choices and changes of the field of view angle. The hypothesis 

of this paper is that different values as well as interactive changes to the field of view can be 

applied to drive and achieve various game design mechanics and aesthetics effectively. 

The purpose of this paper is not to research field of view effects outside of game design 

applications. This paper does not cover simulation sickness caused by field of view values that 

are disproportionate to reality. The aim of this paper is also not to cover the mathematical, 

geometrical and programming implications of field of view, though certain underlying details 

are outlined in the following chapters in order to further the understanding of the research. 

This research is limited and follows certain restrictions. For testing, only PC environments are 

considered, differentiated from video game consoles environments or mobile mediums such as 

tablets. Only first-person virtual environments are tested as they benefits mostly from the 

research due to the inherit usage of the camera, though the research is potentially applicable to 

any virtual environment camera model.  

Regarding field of view itself, this research assumes a horizontal representation of the field of 

view (with Hor+ scaling, explained in the following chapter) and only uses the more commonly 

linear perspective model, as opposed to models such as curvilinear perspective. 
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2. Background 

 Field of View Characteristics 

The effects caused by alterations in field of view are caused by the fact that while rendered area 

lessens with less FoV, the final render output (e.g. a screen) does not change in physical 

dimensions. This means that a lower field of view causes the captured virtual area to map to a 

relatively larger medium, effectively causing an enlargement or “zoom”. Conversely, a higher 

field of view causes a larger area to visible, which in effect can be interpreted as a larger 

(peripheral) vision and the inverse of zoom.  

A distinction also have to be clarified between horizontal and vertical field of view. Horizontal 

field of view is the angular vision horizontally as the name implies, and expectedly vertical 

field of view is the angular vision vertically. Given one of these and the aspect ratio of the 

screen the other can be calculated in respect to a 1:1 relationship (no stretching), e.g. for a 

horizontal field of view of 90° the corresponding vertical value is 59° for a 16:9 display. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 have the same camera positioning and rotation in the same environment. 

The only difference is the field of view of the camera used. Notice how more of the environment 

is visible at a higher field of view. 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot of a virtual environment at 65° FoV 
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Figure 3: Screenshot of a virtual environment at 110° FoV 

Another effect seen is that, since a larger area has to encompass the same screen dimensions at 

a higher FoV, individual objects implicitly cover less screen space, effectively scaling them 

down. 

An interesting property of field of view is how objects viewed at an angle tend to look longer 

at a higher FoV. This scaling distortion becomes heavily apparent when a given side of an 

object is aligned such that at two given field of view values the side occupies the same screen 

space, as demonstrated by Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

 

Figure 4: Demonstration of scaling distortion at 65° 
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Figure 5: Demonstration of scaling distortion at 120° 

During motion this scaling effect causes speed distortion, which subjectively causes the world 

to appear to move quicker than at a lower field of view.  

Objects become subject to scale distortion when objects are approaching the camera partly due 

to this distortion. Objects approaching the camera may appear to move faster at a higher field 

of view since the same area occupies more screen space, as demonstrated by the sides of the 

cubes in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

 Field of View in Virtual Environments 

2.2.1. Technical Details  

In terms of programming and virtual environments a 3D environment is constructed by 

transforming points geometrically, usually with mathematical matrices. Various matrices are 

used to transform an object’s geometrical vertices (points) to screen pixel coordinates, for 

example a world transformation matrix, which recalculates an object’s vertices to point to their 

location relative to everything else (world space), as opposed to its vertices relative to the 

object’s center (local space). 

One of these matrices, called the projection matrix, is analogous to choosing a lens for the 

camera, and determines how objects are finally projected onto the screen (Microsoft 

Corporation 2015). The most commonly used projection matrix in 3D environments is a linear 

perspective matrix which converges the line-of-sight to a single point in the center of the screen. 

A vital property of this projection matrix is the field of view value (see Figure 6). 

Other mappings exist such as isometric (commonly referred to as 2.5D) or orthographical (2D) 

projections (see Figure 7), which are also used frequently in games. Less frequently used 

projection mappings also exist such as curvilinear/fisheye which can extend beyond 180° FoV 

without major distortion. They are less frequently used in games and are more common in 

photography and cinematography. 
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Figure 6: A sample scene rendered with a linear perspective projection 

 

Figure 7: The same sample scene rendered with an orthographical projection 

As a significant variety of screen resolutions and aspect ratios are available to consumers, game 

developers may have to choose how the field of view should scale in their products as this can 

have design implications. The scaling method most commonly used is Horizontal Plus (Hor+) 

where the horizontal field of view is expanded while the vertical remains relatively static. This 

means that for a wider screen you will see more peripherally to the sides, but the same amount 

of vertical vision as with a less wide screen. This is ideal for most scenarios since wider aspect 

ratios such as 16:9 are more common for gaming, according to statistics gathered by Valve 

(Valve Corporation 2015). 
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Other scaling methods exist as well, such as Anamorphic or Vertical Minus, which can be useful 

for different scenarios (Widescreen Gaming 2015). 

2.2.2. Existing Problems and Research 

A common problem with virtual environments is called simulation sickness and is akin to 

motion sickness. It is thought to primarily be caused by a distortion between reality and the 

players’ projected view within virtual environments such as games. As stated by Extra Credits 

in a video (YouTube), while this is still a topic that is currently being researched, different 

factors have been identified and hypothesized to affect simulation sickness; field of view, 

amongst others is a prime factor.  

The U.S. military conducted research in relation to virtual environment simulators such as flight 

simulators and found that simulation sickness may indeed be caused as a result of a disconnect 

between reality and the viewed environment. A technical report states: 

Although there is debate as to the exact cause or causes of simulator sickness, a 

primary suspected cause is inconsistent information about body orientation and 

motion received by the different senses, known as the cue conflict theory. For 

example, the visual system may perceive that the body is moving rapidly, while the 

vestibular system perceives that the body is stationary. Inconsistent, non-natural 

information within a single sense has also been prominent among suggested causes. 

(Kolasinski 1995) 

For games a big factor for simulation sickness is the distance from the viewing medium in 

relation to the field of view. A too extreme deviation from the optimal field of view (the most 

correct, as if the medium represents a window placed in reality) may cause motions to be 

unexpectedly exaggerated, inducing nausea. 

Perception of speed has been an active research as well, with various practical implications for 

simulators such as driving simulators. A study by Cyriel Diels and Andrew Martin Parkes 

concluded that field of view manipulations have a subtle effect on perception of speed in virtual 

environments (Diels and Parkes 2010). While this is valuable and interesting research, it is also 

in regards to simulators with a vastly different setup than common gaming equipment with a 

different degree of immersion implied. 

 Field of View in Games 

2.3.1. PC and Consoles 

While a common PC/desktop environment is not explicitly unlike a console/home gaming 

environment it is undeniable that for the most typical scenarios there are a few differences which 

causes vastly different characteristics. 

Desktop environments usually have one or several monitors that are viewed from a close 

distance, usually not more than a meter away. This causes the screen to encompass a large 

portion of the viewer’s vision. In order to properly mitigate simulation sickness and to more 

naturally simulate the realistic vision of a human the field of view should be relatively high, 

usually around 80° or more. 
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Conversely, console games are usually enjoyed at a far distance of several meters away from 

the TV. This causes the screen to cover a smaller portion of the total human vision, even while 

still being significantly larger than a desktop monitor in terms of absolute size. Therefore the 

FoV should appropriately be smaller to again avoid problems with simulation sickness and 

realism. 

Note that this may not be correct for all cases and is merely a generalization. Given the amount 

of flexibility an end-user has over the choice of environment a considerable amount of issues 

and topics regarding field of view arise as a result. 

2.3.2. Effects 

Field of view considerations and manipulations has seen a few common uses in video games. 

The most notable effect is primarily found in racing games where the FoV is increased during 

scenarios where an increase in movement speed is conveyed, such as boost pads or turbo/NOS 

effects. 

Another common effect seen in the military shooter styled games is where weapons have 

attached sights which can be looked through, often increasing accuracy. Looking down a sight 

may decrease the field of view in order to simulate a zoom-effect. This is even more prominent 

with sniper-type weaponry where the field of view is drastically decreased in order to achieve 

the deeper zoom. 

 Field of View in Photography and Cinematography 

Field of view in photography and cinematography is controlled by using a combination of 

different aspects such as various lenses, aperture and focal length. In static photography images 

are not subject to undesired motion distortion, and as such can utilize aesthetical effects caused 

by field of view differently than motion pictures. One particular artistic design effect is to have 

the background seem distant or close to the photography subject (e.g. a human). This is done 

by moving backwards and decreasing the field of view, keeping the subject at an identical size 

on the image similarly to the distortion effect caused by Figure 4 and Figure 5 (notice how on 

Figure 5 that more tiles on the background wall are visible). 

In cinematography the same effect can be used, albeit to a much more limited extent. By moving 

either backward or forward while simultaneously adjusting the field of view to keep the subject 

the same size, the background appear to stretch towards its convergence point. This is known 

as a Dolly Zoom or Vertigo Zoom, amongst other names and has been used to induce feelings 

such as intensity and focus. 
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3. Method 

 Tools and Environments 

The primary tool used to develop and test different scenario is Unreal Engine 4, version 4.7.6, 

by Epic Games Inc. Unreal Engine 4 (abbreviated UE4) is a free-to-use 3D game engine 

package with a powerful visual scripting tool called Blueprints which allows behaviors and 

actions equivalent of code structures to be built swiftly. Integrated into the engine is a level 

editor which allows for visual placement of objects and actors as well as power over the camera 

perspective and field of view during runtime which alleviates building the tests. Unreal Engine 

4 uses centimeters as its unit of measure within the virtual environment for object placement 

and distances. 

All participants tested on a laptop with a 17 inch screen with a resolution of 1920x1080 (16:9 

full HD) running the virtual test environment at 60 frames per second or more. Participants sat 

at regular distance (approximately 30-35 cm) away from the screen. The virtual environment 

used Horizontal Plus field of view scaling. 

 Tests 

As part of the purpose to find the game design relevant features and effects derived from field 

of view manipulation in virtual environments several factors has been identified that may have 

an impact on game design. These factors has been identified through observations of the 

characteristics that field of view has on interactive environments from a game design 

perspective. 

The factors identified are perception of distance, perception of scale and perception of speed, 

as well as text readability and peripheral vision. 

Text readability and peripheral vision are tested by screenshot analysis and are theorized to be 

provable by logic, while the perceptional factors are tested with participants playing through a 

set of virtual environments and answering questions related to each test. In total there are six 

tests including text readability and peripheral vision. 

Unless stated otherwise, two field of view values are tested; 65 and 110. These are chosen as 

they closely represent the field of view range in video games while maintaining a considerable 

difference from each other and without using extremes at either end.  

For the perceptional tests that are subjective and requires participants the implied characteristics 

of field of view are not explained to the participants, nor the characteristics of the tests they are 

to take beyond their tasks given. This is in order to avoid cognitive bias during testing and 

ensuring an as pure result as possible. For this reason the transition between different field of 

view values are also concealed with in-game screen fading where necessary. Participants are 

also told to focus on the questions rather than the test purpose, answering the given questions 

by intuition and first impressions, rather than trying to verify their assumptions empirically. 

3.2.1. Text Readability Test 

The purpose of this test is to examine how text is affected by field of view and if readability is 

impaired or improved by different FoV values in an otherwise identical scenario. The test is 

performed by constructing a simple 3D scene with a diegetic text representation object placed 
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in the world. Screenshots are taken at the same fixed distance from the text object and the same 

camera orientation but with different field of view values. The screenshots are then compared 

visually and conclusions are drawn. 

3.2.2. Peripheral Vision Test 

The purpose of this test is to examine how peripheral vision is affected by field of view given 

otherwise identical scenarios. The test is done by constructing a scene with a wall obscuring 

vision. Objects are placed in a line perpendicular to the side of the wall facing away from the 

camera. Screenshots are taken for each field of view value where the maximum peripheral 

visibility is achieved (see Figure 8 and Figure 9). The screenshots are then compared visually 

and any game design implications and other conclusions are outlined. 

 

Figure 8: Camera location, cone-of-vision, wall placement and sphere locations seen from 

above for peripheral test at 65° FoV. Each grid square represents a 1x1 meter area. 
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Figure 9: Camera location, cone-of-vision, wall placement and sphere locations seen from 

above for peripheral test at 110° FoV. Each grid square represents a 1x1 meter area. 

3.2.3. Perception of Distance Test 

The purpose of this test is to examine if perception of distance is notably affected by different 

field of view values. The test consists of three distinct sections in a virtual scene. The player 

(i.e. the in-game avatar and camera that the participant controls) can look freely around and 

move freely around in each environment to the extents that the scene permits (e.g. movement 

is blocked by walls). 

For the first section participants are presented with a pairs of rooms (see Figure 10). Each room 

in a pair uses a different field of view value than the other. The rooms of a room pair contains 

an identical object with similar dimensions. Between the player’s movable area and the object 

lies a wall low enough to not obstruct vision of the object but high enough to block player 

movement. For each room pair the participant is asked to judge which object lies closest to the 

low wall; either room A, B or both (i.e. they are the same) can be answered. Participants can 

freely move in and out through room A and B until they answer and can move on to the next 

room pair. 
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Figure 10: Example screenshot of the room setup used for  

Distance 1-2, Scale 1-3 and Speed 2 

The second section is similar to the first in that there exists room pairs. The only differences 

are that there are now two objects and instead of being asked to judge the objects’ distances 

from the wall the participant is asked to judge which room has the two objects closest to each 

other; either A, B or both (i.e. they are the same) can be answered, indicating which room more 

accurately answers the question. 

The third section of the distance test puts the player in a room with a marked square on the 

ground. The participant is unable to look up and down for this section. The participant is asked 

to stand where they perceive that they stand exactly on the center of the marked square. This is 

done for two squares, each with a different field of view value. The distances are measured in 

the virtual units used by the environment (centimeters) and analyzed statistically. Based on the 

results conclusion are then drawn. 

3.2.4. Perception of Scale Test 

The purpose of this test is to examine how perception of scale is affected by field of view. This 

test is done similarly to the perception of distance test in that there exists room-pairs in a virtual 

environment and for each room pair the participant is given a question to answer. The 

participant can answer either A, B or both. 

There are three distinct scale factors tested for this test. The first factor and question is simply 

to answer which object appears larger. For this the player can freely move around the object 

without the obstructing wall described in the perception of distance test, however the wall is 

present for the remaining two factors of this test. 

The second factors has participants judge which objects appear taller instead, focusing on a 

perception difference in the vertical aspect rather than horizontal. 
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The third factors similarly to the first factor again asks the participants to judge which object 

appears larger, however this factor examines if there are differences when the object is 

positioned significantly further away. 

For all factors the participants’ answers are sampled and evaluated to draw conclusions. 

3.2.5. Perception of Speed Test 

The purpose of this test is to examine if and how the participants’ perception of movement 

changes at different field of view values. This test consists of three different factors, each 

constructed within a separate scene. 

The first factor is how the participants perceive their own movement speed at different field of 

view values. The participants are presented with two corridors, each with a different field of 

view value and with concealed transitions between the two. Participants are asked if movement 

speed was affected by any of the two corridors, and to what degree. If a difference is noted the 

participant is asked to grade it as either “little” or “much” (e.g. little faster or much faster), 

where it is described that “little” is a transition equivalent of walking to jogging while “much” 

is a transition equivalent of walking to running/sprinting. The participants are also disregarded 

to assume that both corridors are of equal length, in order to focus on the actual movement. 

The first factor is repeated twice, with one set of the corridors having plain colored walls with 

basic lighting, and the other set with brick-textured walls (see Figure 11). The theory is that 

having references such as details on textures allows the participant to have an increase bias 

towards movement affection. The second set also switches to the order of the FoV that the 

participants experience (i.e. first set A has 65°, but second set A has 110°), in order to counter 

order bias from previous set. 

 

Figure 11: Screenshot of one section in Speed 1. Similar setup is used for Speed 3. 
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The second factor of the speed tests examine how the perception of speed for objects is affected 

rather than in the personal view sense. The scene is constructed with three moving object pairs 

testing different scenarios. It is constructed similarly to Distance 1-2 the Scale tests (see Figure 

10).  

The first scenario in the second speed factor examines how objects moving without changes in 

depth (i.e. left to right) are perceived.  

The second scenario in the second speed factor examines depth movement (forward/backward) 

and have enclosing walls surrounding the object so that it cannot be viewed from an angle.  

The third scenario in the second speed factor is similar to the first and examines movement in 

left-to-right but at a much further distance to examine if distances affects movement perception. 

The third speed factor examines how participants perceive speed when the transition between 

field of view values are apparent. The player is given a placebo sprint action which increases 

the field of view by 35° over the span of half a second. The participants are then asked if and 

how the sprint action affects their movement speed, given options similar to the first factor 

(much slower, little slower, nothing at all, little faster and much faster). The third factor is 

purposely placed after the object movement factor and not directly after the first movement 

speed factor in order to ensure that the results of this test are not influences by the choices made 

in the first factor. This gives for a period of time where the participant focuses on other objects 

rather than the camera movement, allowing for more intuitive results. 

3.2.6. Combined Perception Test 

In this test the participants dodge incoming projectiles at the closest perceived point before 

impact. It is done by constructing a test scene where participants stand in a fixed location and 

projectiles are fired at a constant rate and speed towards the camera. Participants are provided 

with a dodge action which prevents the projectile from impacting them and they are asked to 

dodge as close to the impact point as perceivable without impacting. 

This test is meant to reflect realistic game actions closer than previous focused tests. It examines 

if the judgement of the incoming projectiles, as a combined perception of distance, scale and 

speed, is significantly impacted by different field of view values. Samples of the remaining 

distances from the camera to the projectile for each projectile is gathered and analyzed to find 

any reliable conclusions. 

In addition to the samples participants are also asked which FoV round they felt they overall 

dodged closer with. Every other participant starts at a different FoV in order to negate bias in 

the overall results due to experience from a prior round. 

Players are given 20 projectiles per FoV setting to dodge. For each FoV setting there is a 5 

projectile training session where no data is collected. This is meant to serve as an orientation 

for the 20 projectile set in order to reduce the risk of unproportioned failure at the first portion 

of the gathered data caused by improper FoV acclimatization. Participants are encouraged to 

get impacted in order to mentally find a visual cue where the optimal dodge point lies. 
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4. Results 

For the tests requiring participants, a total of 20 subjects participated in the testing. Participants 

were not selected by a specific criteria however due to the circumstances participants were all 

game design students at Uppsala University with an estimated age range of 19 to 25. 

For the perceptional test results, the player area denotes the moveable area for the player to 

traverse physically. Measurements referring to the player area are measured as the minimum 

distance (i.e. the minimum amount of distance from the player to the objects). 

For directional descriptions, depth denotes the Z-axis or the camera’s viewing direction and 

horizontal/vertical denotes the X/Y-axis in relation to the camera’s viewing direction (e.g. 

perpendicular directions), all in relation to their context. 

 Text Readability 

Two screenshot samples were taken at 65° FoV and 110° FoV respectively. Screenshots were 

taken at an in-game resolution of approximately 1280x720 pixels, at a distance equivalent of 

14 meters (1400 cm) from the text object, rendered approximately 26 cm height, with the 

camera looking straight ahead and slightly above the text object (See Figure 12 and Figure 13). 

 

Figure 12: Text sample rendered at 65° FoV 
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Figure 13: Text sample rendered at 110° FoV 
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 Peripheral Vision 

Two screenshot samples were taken at 65° FoV and 110° FoV respectively (Figure 14 and 

Figure 15). Screenshots were taken at an in-game resolution of approximately 1280x720 pixels, 

with the camera looking straight ahead between two walls. Five spherical objects were placed 

in a line perpendicular to the left wall’s side facing away from the camera direction. Each 

spherical object had a diameter of 1 meter. The spheres were placed 1.5 meter from the edge, 

effectively giving a 1 meter space between the wall edge and the spheres, taking their radii into 

consideration. 

 

Figure 14: Peripheral vision sample rendered at 65° FoV 

 

Figure 15: Peripheral vision sample rendered at 110° FoV 
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 Perception of Distance 

For Distance Test 1-1 (section 1, pair 1) option A had an object placed 2000 units (20 m) away 

from the player area and option B had an object placed 1300 units (13 m) away from the player 

area. B is the correct answer.  

 

Figure 16: Results for Distance 1-1 

For Distance 1-2 (section 1, pair 2) both options A and B were equally spaced from the player 

area at 200 cm (2 m). Correct answer is “Same Distance”. 

 

Figure 17: Results for Distance 1-2 
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For Distance 1-3 (section 1, pair 3) both options A and B were equally spaced from the player 

area at 1900 cm (19 m). Correct answer is “Same Distance”. 

 

Figure 18: Results for Distance 1-3 

For Distance 2-1 (section 2, pair 1) both options A and B had their object pairs equally spaced 

from each other, placed with 100 cm spacing besides each other in the horizontal direction, 650 

cm from the player area. Correct answer is “Same Distance”. 

 

Figure 19: Results for Distance 2-1 
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For Distance 2-2 (section 2, pair 2) both options A and B had their object pairs equally spaced 

from each other, placed with 300 cm spacing besides each other in the horizontal direction, 

2800 cm (28 m) from the player area. Correct answer is “Same Distance”. 

 

Figure 20: Results for Distance 2-2 

For Distance 2-3 (section 2, pair 3) both options A and B had their object pairs equally spaced 

from each other, placed with 400 cm spacing besides each other in the depth direction, 350 cm 

from the player area. Correct answer is “Same Distance”. 

 

Figure 21: Results for Distance 2-3 
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Distance 3 had participants attempt to place themselves on a marked square in the environment 

without the ability to look up or down. 

 

Figure 22: Results for Distance 3 
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 Perception of Scale 

For Scale 1, object A had a diameter of 1 m and object B had a diameter of 1 m, without any 

movement obstructions (0 cm from the player area). Correct answer is “Same Size”.  

 

Figure 23: Results for Scale 1 

For Scale 2, object A had a height of 14 m and object B had a height of 10 m, 3 m from the 

player area. Correct answer is A. 

 

Figure 24: Results for Scale 2 
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For Scale 3, object A had a diameter of 3 m and object B had a diameter of 3 m, 4400 (44 m) 

from the player area. Correct answer is “Same Size”. 

 

Figure 25: Results for Scale 3 
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 Perception of Speed 

Speed 1-1 had plain color walls. Lighter versions of the color indicate the “slightly” option, 

while sharper colors are the “much” option. 

 

Figure 26: Results for Speed 1-1 

Speed 1-2 had brick-textured walls. Lighter versions of the color indicate the “slightly” option, 

while sharper colors are the “much” option. Note that the order of the FoV is switched from 

Speed 1-1 so that A has 110° and B has 65° instead. 

 

Figure 27: Results for Speed 1-2 
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For Speed 2-1 (section 2, pair 1) both options A and B moved at a rate of 4 m/s in the horizontal 

direction, 500 cm from the player area. Correct answer is “Same Speed”.  

 

Figure 28: Results for Speed 2-1 

For Speed 2-2 (section 2, pair 2) both options A and B moved at a rate of 3,5 m/s in the depth 

direction, 140 cm from the player area. Correct answer is “Same Speed”. 

 

Figure 29: Results for Speed 2-2 
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For Speed 2-3 (section 2, pair 3) object A moved at a rate of 2.6 m/s and Object B moved at a 

rate of 2 m/s. Both object moved in the horizontal direction, 4400 cm (44 m) from the player 

area. Correct answer is A. 

 

Figure 30: Results for Speed 2-3 

Speed 3 had participants examine a sprint placebo effect. While it was valid to answer that 

sprinting made them slower, no one did so. 

 

Figure 31: Results for Speed 3 
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 Combined Perception 

 

Figure 32: Combined Perception Results: Average Distances 

 

 

Figure 33: Combined Perception Results: Perceived Best FoV by Participant 
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Figure 34: Combined Perception Results: Dodging Misses 
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 Test Summary 

Table 1: Summary of tests and results 

Test Description Results 

Distance 1-1 Judge object distance from wall. B closer 

with 13 m vs. 20 m. 

A/B/Same: 18/0/2 

Distance 1-2 Judge object distance from wall. A and B 

same distance at 2 m. 

A/B/Same: 19/1/0 

Distance 1-3 Judge object distance from wall. A and B 

same distance at 19 m. 

A/B/Same: 18/0/2 

Distance 2-1 Judge distance between objects. A and B 

same distance at 1 m, 6.5 m from wall. 

A/B/Same: 7/4/9 

Distance 2-2 Judge distance between objects. A and B 

same distance at 3 m, 28 m from wall. 

A/B/Same: 5/4/11 

Distance 2-3 Judge distance between objects. A and B 

same distance at 4 m, 4m/3.5m from 

wall. 

A/B/Same: 19/0/1 

Distance 3 Position self at marked square without 

the ability to look up or down. 

(Average Distance) 65°/110°:  

121 cm/ 61 cm. 

Scale 1 Judge largest object. A and B same size 

at 1 m, no wall. 

A/B/Same: 18/0/2 

Scale 2 Judge tallest object. A taller with 14 m vs. 

10 m, 3 m from wall. 

A/B/Same: 10/8/2 

Scale 3 Judge largest object. A and B same size 

at 3 m, 44 m from wall. 

A/B/Same: 5/7/8 

Speed 1-1 Judge speed difference in corridors with 

plain-colored walls. A had 65° and B had 

110° FoV. 

(Faster) A Slightly/A much/B 

Slightly/B Much/Same: 0/1/8/8/3 

Speed 1-2 Judge speed difference in corridors with 

brick-textured walls. A had 110° and B 

had 65° FoV. 

(Faster) A Slightly/A much/B 

Slightly/B Much/Same:  

2/16/0/1/1 

Speed 2-1 Judge fastest-moving object. A and B 

same speed at 4 m/s horizontally, 5 m 

from wall. 

A/B/Same: 4/9/7 

Speed 2-2 Judge fastest-moving object. A and B 

same speed at 3.5 m/s in depth, 1.4 m 

from wall. 

A/B/Same: 1/18/1 
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Speed 2-3 Judge fastest-moving object. A faster 

with 2.6 m/s vs. 2 m/s horizontally, 44 m 

from wall. 

A/B/Same: 15/2/3 

Speed 3 Judge speed difference with (placebo) 

sprint action. 

(Faster) Much/Slightly/ 

Unaffected: 11/5/4 

Combined 

Perception 

Dodge incoming projectiles as close to 

the camera as possible without 

impacting. 

(Average Distance) 65°/110°: 81 

cm/ 80cm. 

(Perceived Best) 65°/110°/Same: 

11/5/4. 

(Misses) 65°/110°: 119/131. 
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5. Analysis 

 Text Readability 

Visually inspecting Figure 12 and Figure 13 it is clear that the text covers a smaller region of 

the resulting image with higher FoV, adversely affecting its readability. While the exact 

breaking point between readable and indistinguishable is subjective to the user’s vision, 

designers should take note that text that is set at a minimum distance from the camera is affected 

by field of view. This problem can be mitigated by allowing the player to get close to the text, 

only limiting its readability by its minimum render size. Text that is non-crucial may also be of 

less importance, it should however always be considered that the player wants to read a given 

text. 

While text-readability pose a problem it is not limited to text in itself; recognizable symbols or 

otherwise important objects that needs to be conveyed at a distance are all subjects of the 

zoomed-out effect caused by a higher field of view. It is also possible that text or other objects 

cannot be contained within the view if the field of view is too low. 

 Peripheral Vision 

Peripheral vision tests as outlined with Figure 14 and Figure 15 shows an undeniable gameplay 

advantage for higher field of view as at least four of the objects are clearly visible at 110° FoV 

while only three are fully distinguishable at 65° FoV. Consider a scenario where a vital object 

or potential danger hides behind the wall; at lower field of view the player has a greater chance 

of not noticing it in time or even at all. While the player may turn to explore, which may very 

well be promoted depending on the game design, a higher field of view also has the advantage 

of being caught in the peripheral vision of the user, instigating a reactionary response. 

The problem of peripheral vision can be accounted for with proper level design in a singleplayer 

environment, however for multiplayer games, especially those who require quick reactions such 

as arena shooters, a larger peripheral vision may indeed be an unfair advantage. Of course, a 

higher field of view suffers from the problem that objects further away quickly cover just a tiny 

region of the screen, but this may be less of a problem depending on the game design and how 

prominent long-distance encounters are (for example detecting snipers in military shooters). 

Limited peripheral vision may also induce claustrophobia however throughout this research 

there has been no scientific effort to examine this. This problem may be heavily induced in VR 

(virtual reality) applications, however field of view has considerable different design 

implications for VR which may mitigate this. 

 Perceptual Tests 

5.3.1. Distance 

The distance tests yielded perhaps the most interesting but also expected results. It would appear 

that, in correlation with the distance scaling that higher field of view causes, participants 

perceived objects to be considerably further away than they were, even during circumstances 

such as Distance 1-1 where the correct object is at a relatively significant closer distance (700 

cm or 35% closer). 
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However if we look at Distance 2 tests where distances between objects instead are compared 

then there is less of an error. While all participants did not judge correctly, the results from 2-1 

and 2-2 are relatively well distributed, with a noticeable skew towards the correct answer. Yet 

at Distance 2-3 there exists an extremely large bias towards A. Distance 2-3 positioned the 

objects in depth similar to Distance 1 tests and this bias strengthens the conclusion that field of 

view has a great deal of effect on distance perception in depth, but not an equally strong effect 

in the horizontal or vertical plane. 

The third test, Distance 3 (standing on marked squares without aiming up or down), expectedly 

results in that with a higher field of view a higher peripheral vision is also granted and as a 

result the camera has to zoom out in order to encompass everything. This means that the vertical 

peripheral vision is extended, given more vision towards the floor immediately in front of the 

player. Given this, the participants can easier judge where they need to stand as standing exactly 

on the square while looking straight ahead requires the entire square to be occluded (outside the 

vision). The square occludes faster at lower field of view due to less amount of peripheral vision, 

distorting the participants potential judgement of position as the visual cue of the square being 

outside the view is changed. 

5.3.2. Scale 

Scale 1 almost entirely falls in line with the expected results. At a higher field of view, since 

objects encompass a smaller potential region of the screen, they are perceived as smaller. The 

results can also be interpreted as that at a lower field of view you can move closer to an object 

before colliding with it, however this is a far less intuitive interpretation and requires the 

participant to examine the objects more closely, which they were discouraged to do. 

Scale 2 might seem fairly distributed amongst A and B. However the results are fascinating 

given that object A was 40% taller, a relatively significant amount and clearly distinguishable 

if the two objects are positioned next to each other. While it would appear that the majority 

reached the conclusion that A was taller (which is correct) had it had the absence of field of 

view manipulation the results would probabilistically be almost entirely answers of A. Field of 

view in this case clearly distorts the perception of the objects. A key difference to Scale 2 is the 

fact that vertical size was examined instead of overall. Since the objects could not be looked at 

straight ahead (the participants had to look up in order to see the top of the objects) but instead 

had to look at an angle, the effects of field of view distortion became relevant. 

Scale 3 interestingly have evenly distributed results. While being almost identical to Scale 1, 

Scale 3 indicates that the small factor of distance, or technically relative screen space 

occupation, changes the results drastically. Speculatively, it appears that the prime factor is that 

the participants could not examine the objects at close range. While partly due to the fact that 

the objects in Scale 3 were intentionally placed at a much further distance, the real factor may 

be that the participants could not collide with the objects themselves, and as such could not use 

the camera’s view during collision as part of their judgement of size. 

5.3.3. Speed 

Speed 1 (1-1 and 1-2) seem to indicate that reference patterns (e.g. textures) do not directly 

affect which corridor is perceived as faster. However, reference patterns do significantly affect 

the judgement of the speed itself. While the answers are debatably subjective, the results seem 

to indicate that reference patterns add to the feeling of moving fast. This is evident by the fact 

that while equal amount of participants answer the higher field of view on Speed 1-1 and Speed 
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1-2 (80%), in 1-2 the participants almost exclusively rated the answer as “much faster” while 

1-1 has a split opinion on “much faster” and just “slightly faster”. 

Regarding Speed 2, where object movement speed is judged, it would appear that speed in the 

horizontal direction is not significantly affected by field of view. For Speed 2-1 participants are 

marginally even for all answers, which would suggest that field of view does not skew the 

answer towards a particular one. The same goes for Speed 2-3 where the majority of the 

participants were able to correctly judge that A was faster. 

The results for Speed 2-2 however were interesting. They effectively strengthen the fact the 

depth factor is significantly affected by field of view, both in distance judgement and movement 

speed. 

The placebo sprint test, Speed 3, also falls in line with the expected results. Going from a set 

field of view to an increased field of view increases the perception of movement speed, however 

(as some participants noted) it also zooms out the view. This led to the clarification to the 

participants that their answer should indicate the perceived movement speed in itself, not the 

distance travelled. Regardless, an increased field of view does indeed affect the perceived 

movement speed, however to what degree is debatable, given the test scenario and results.  

5.3.4. Combined 

The results for the combined perception test are far less skewed than expected. In accordance 

to the results of the speed tests and distance tests the participants should have estimated the 

projectiles at higher field of view to be further away, causing more misses, or that at higher 

field of view the increase in perception of speed would cause the participants to preemptively 

dodge projectiles at a much further distance than optimal. It may very well be that these two 

expected factors cancel out each other. 

The results may arguably be inconclusive as no major skew exists towards one end. The average 

dodge distances for both field of view values are marginally even. The same is applicable for 

the miss-counts where 110° FoV only had marginally more misses. 

Some redeeming factors however have to be taken into consideration, notably the fact that while 

participants may have performed on average the same on both scenarios, they preferred the 60° 

scenario in terms of accuracy and consistency. A majority factor of this decision may be the 

fact that at higher field of view the objects collide with player when they are considerably 

smaller on screen than at lower field of view. This gives the participants the illusion that they 

dodge the projectile too early, while in terms of actual locations they were close to the distance 

limit. 
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6. Conclusion 

In accordance to the tests and the resulting data, field of view appears to have a non-negligible 

impact on several factors which can be important to game design.  

Text readability as a concrete example is heavily affected by field of view given an otherwise 

identical scenario. Likewise, peripheral vision is undeniably affected as well. 

Distance judgement is heavily affected by field of view where a higher field of view appear to 

be perceived as a longer distance away from the camera. Distances perpendicular to the camera 

view direction (i.e. horizontal and vertical distances) are less affected, though still arguably 

viable. Distance judgement in the directions other than depth would likely require more 

examination and research to reach more valuable conclusions. 

Scale appears to also be heavily affected by field of view, yielding objects perceived as larger 

in size with lower field of view but also potentially taller or at least ambiguous in height with 

higher field of view, given the viewing angle which creates noticeable scaling distortion. The 

effects of overall size appears to diminish with objects being further away and unreachable by 

the players. This may however require further examination. 

Speed is affected by field of view to a degree where it can be used to drive game design 

applications. Higher field of view consistently correlates with a higher perceived movement 

speed. However, it is important to also factor in that the peripheral vision is extended, causing 

the world to appear larger and longer as well. Regardless, field of view can efficiently be 

utilized to convey a higher movement speed, perhaps to an extent where the tempo and pacing 

in a game itself is affected, however this requires further research to hold true. 

Speed on objects does not appear to notably be affected by field of view, except for in depth 

where movement is exaggerated by the perspective scaling distortion. A possible explanation 

is that participants subconsciously take the environment into consideration when examining 

and can deduct that the relative speed of an object stays the same. This is just a speculation as 

well and would require further research. 

It is thus concluded that field of view does indeed affect game-design potential features and 

further research expanding this primary conclusion is suggested. In particular it would be 

interesting to find more effects and features relating to field of view and putting them in the 

game design perspective, even exploring heavier subjective matters such as claustrophobia. 

Other camera models such as third-person and different camera projections such as curvilinear 

projection would also prove interesting to examine. Expanding even further, taking consoles 

and console-gaming environments as well as other mediums such as mobile platforms into 

consideration would be a valuable and natural step to take.  
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Appendix A: Question Form 

Note: answers were entered by me as an observer of the participant testing. Participants gave 

verbal answers and the form was filled in appropriately. 

Test 1: Distance 

Distance 1 * 

Choose the closest to the wall 

 A closer 

 B closer 

 Same distance 

Distance 2 * 

Choose the closest to the wall 

 A closer 

 B closer 

 Same distance 

Distance 3 * 

Choose the closest to the wall 

 A closer 

 B closer 

 Same distance 

Distance 4 * 

Choose the one where the objects are closest together 

 A closer 

 B closer 

 Same distance 

Distance 5 * 

Choose the one where the objects are closest together 

 A closer 

 B closer 

 Same distance 

Distance 6 * 

Choose the one where the objects are closest together 

 A closer 

 B closer 

 Same distance 
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Test 2: Scale 

Scale 1 * 

Choose the largest object 

 A is larger 

 B is larger 

 Same size 

Scale 2 * 

Choose the tallest pillar 

 A is taller 

 B is taller 

 Same height 

Scale 3 * 

Choose the largest object 

 A is larger 

 B is larger 

 Same size 

Test 4: Speed, part 1: running sections 

Speed 1 * 

In which did you move faster? 

 A was much faster 

 A was slightly faster 

 B was much faster 

 B was slightly faster 

 Both were the same 

Speed 2 * 

In which did you move faster? 

 A was much faster 

 A was slightly faster 

 B was much faster 

 B was slightly faster 

 Both were the same 

Test 3: Speed, part 2: Object movement 

Object 1 * 

Choose which object moves faster 

 A is faster 
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 B is faster 

 Same speed 

Object 2 * 

Choose which object moves faster 

 A is faster 

 B is faster 

 Same speed 

Object 3 * 

Choose which object moves faster 

 A is faster 

 B is faster 

 Same speed 

Test 5: Speed, part 3: sprinting 

Sprint * 

How did sprinting affect your movement speed? 

 Sprinting was much faster 

 Sprinting was slightly faster 

 Sprinting was slightly slower 

 Sprinting was much slower 

 Sprinting didn't affect speed 

Test 6: Dodging 

start fov 

 65 

 110 

Dodging projectiles * 

Which run felt the best in terms of consistency, accuracy and closeness? 

 First (65) 

 Second (110) 

 Both were the same 
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Appendix B: Raw Form Answer Data 

Timestamp Distance 1 Distance 2 Distance 3 Distance 4 Distance 5 

5/5/2015 13:57:01 Same 
distance 

A closer A closer Same 
distance 

Same 
distance 

5/5/2015 15:06:51 A closer A closer A closer B closer Same 
distance 

5/5/2015 15:21:45 A closer A closer A closer A closer Same 
distance 

5/5/2015 15:37:09 A closer A closer A closer B closer A closer 

5/5/2015 15:49:33 A closer A closer A closer A closer B closer 

5/5/2015 16:25:48 A closer A closer Same 
distance 

A closer B closer 

5/6/2015 15:41:48 Same 
distance 

A closer A closer Same 
distance 

Same 
distance 

5/6/2015 15:56:00 A closer A closer A closer Same 
distance 

Same 
distance 

5/6/2015 19:04:40 A closer A closer A closer Same 
distance 

Same 
distance 

5/8/2015 16:00:34 A closer A closer Same 
distance 

Same 
distance 

Same 
distance 

5/8/2015 16:25:56 A closer A closer A closer B closer B closer 

5/8/2015 16:36:29 A closer A closer A closer A closer B closer 

5/8/2015 17:10:08 A closer A closer A closer Same 
distance 

A closer 

5/8/2015 17:20:00 A closer A closer A closer Same 
distance 

A closer 

5/8/2015 17:43:04 A closer A closer A closer A closer Same 
distance 

5/11/2015 16:02:58 A closer A closer A closer A closer A closer 

5/11/2015 16:15:42 A closer A closer A closer Same 
distance 

Same 
distance 

5/11/2015 16:38:42 A closer A closer A closer B closer Same 
distance 

5/11/2015 16:52:00 A closer A closer A closer Same 
distance 

Same 
distance 

5/11/2015 17:26:47 A closer B closer A closer A closer A closer 

 

Distance 6 Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Speed 1 Speed 2 

A closer A is larger Same 
height 

B is larger B was slightly 
faster 

B was much faster 

A closer A is larger A is taller Same 
size 

Both were the 
same 

A was much faster 
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A closer A is larger B is taller Same 
size 

B was slightly 
faster 

A was much faster 

A closer A is larger A is taller B is larger B was much faster A was slightly 
faster 

A closer A is larger A is taller A is larger B was much faster A was much faster 

A closer A is larger A is taller A is larger B was much faster A was much faster 

Same 
distance 

A is larger B is taller B is larger B was much faster A was much faster 

A closer A is larger A is taller B is larger B was slightly 
faster 

A was much faster 

A closer A is larger A is taller Same 
size 

B was much faster A was much faster 

A closer A is larger A is taller A is larger B was slightly 
faster 

A was much faster 

A closer A is larger B is taller B is larger B was slightly 
faster 

A was much faster 

A closer A is larger B is taller B is larger B was slightly 
faster 

A was much faster 

A closer A is larger A is taller Same 
size 

B was much faster A was much faster 

A closer A is larger B is taller Same 
size 

B was much faster A was much faster 

A closer Same 
size 

Same 
height 

Same 
size 

Both were the 
same 

A was much faster 

A closer A is larger A is taller A is larger B was much faster A was much faster 

A closer A is larger B is taller Same 
size 

Both were the 
same 

Both were the 
same 

A closer Same 
size 

A is taller B is larger A was much faster A was much faster 

A closer A is larger B is taller Same 
size 

B was slightly 
faster 

A was much faster 

A closer A is larger B is taller A is larger B was slightly 
faster 

A was slightly 
faster 

 

Sprint Object 1 Object 2 Object 3 Dodging 
projectiles 

start 
fov 

Sprinting was slightly 
faster 

Same 
speed 

B is faster Same speed 
65 

65 

Sprinting was slightly 
faster 

Same 
speed 

B is faster A is faster 
65 

65 

Sprinting was much 
faster 

Same 
speed 

B is faster A is faster Both were the 
same 

65 

Sprinting didn't affect 
speed 

B is faster Same 
speed 

B is faster 
110 

65 

Sprinting didn't affect 
speed 

A is faster B is faster A is faster 
65 

65 
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Sprinting was much 
faster 

B is faster B is faster A is faster 
65 

110 

Sprinting was much 
faster 

B is faster B is faster A is faster 
65 

110 

Sprinting was slightly 
faster 

B is faster B is faster A is faster Both were the 
same 

110 

Sprinting was much 
faster 

A is faster B is faster A is faster 
110 

110 

Sprinting was slightly 
faster 

Same 
speed 

B is faster A is faster 
65 

110 

Sprinting was much 
faster 

A is faster B is faster A is faster 
65 

65 

Sprinting was much 
faster 

B is faster B is faster A is faster 
110 

110 

Sprinting was much 
faster 

B is faster B is faster A is faster 
65 

65 

Sprinting was much 
faster 

Same 
speed 

B is faster A is faster 
65 

110 

Sprinting was slightly 
faster 

Same 
speed 

B is faster A is faster 
65 

65 

Sprinting was much 
faster 

A is faster A is faster A is faster 
65 

65 

Sprinting was much 
faster 

B is faster B is faster Same speed Both were the 
same 

110 

Sprinting didn't affect 
speed 

B is faster B is faster A is faster 
110 

110 

Sprinting didn't affect 
speed 

Same 
speed 

B is faster Same speed Both were the 
same 

65 

Sprinting was much 
faster 

B is faster B is faster B is faster 
110 

110 

 

Appendix C: Raw Distance 3 Results 

Note: an error in the gathering process caused the raw values below to be incorrect. Distances 

were gathered based on the centers of the objects, however after the gathering it was realized 

that the player had a pivot point 90.1 cm above ground and the marked square a pivot of 50 cm 

below ground, causing a minimum distance value of 140.1 cm. This was corrected for in the 

final results with Pythagoras theorem. 

FoV 65 FoV 110 

161.923 140.21 

148.428 163.299 

159.508 154.013 

142.116 149.847 

178.226 141.435 

142.235 160.459 
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228.573 154.067 

168.899 140.901 

210.055 162.959 

228.187 147.027 

244.541 141.69 

191.208 173.338 

169.446 146.597 

144.497 158.701 

236.46 166.29 

160.524 246.208 

272.218 151.45 

164.838 143.173 

230.225 143.75 

254.395 153.771 

 

Appendix D: Raw Dodging Results 

Note: a value of -1 indicates a miss. Each column of 20 values represents a single participant. 

FoV 65 

79.8716 71.197 62.54 63.245 -1 67.3087 -1 71.0149 126.973 -1 

89.2801 63.0738 -1 62.2841 89.5955 87.5053 -1 62.2105 -1 71.2835 

79.4251 -1 -1 -1 80.1166 87.5567 81.523 -1 102.985 -1 

-1 79.5852 90.0256 -1 110.013 110.385 114.064 -1 62.643 102.646 

-1 -1 -1 80.2491 79.7271 58.9313 70.9746 80.9953 -1 70.604 

79.9187 71.4495 80.5617 62.5498 63.238 59.1254 80.9986 -1 -1 -1 

-1 -1 80.5189 90.2709 70.4971 -1 70.2677 80.6563 61.9422 62.469 

63.3737 -1 131.544 -1 71.2234 -1 -1 -1 62.207 71.0917 

-1 79.5403 63.2587 63.3599 79.7917 67.2168 62.3271 -1 62.5656 -1 

63.4363 89.2675 -1 79.9407 99.85 67.0216 71.4198 62.4403 -1 91.3246 

110.154 62.8344 63.227 -1 -1 67.6028 -1 81.8152 70.8557 -1 

70.9974 70.7038 98.6599 -1 80.2013 77.2367 -1 -1 -1 -1 

-1 88.6005 -1 62.8289 63.2237 76.9424 71.673 62.0191 61.9507 62.744 

71.0525 -1 -1 80.5 63.5143 -1 -1 -1 62.3249 71.2668 

62.9908 -1 89.7523 70.6926 71.2741 -1 71.2061 70.8517 -1 -1 

-1 89.9691 90.1315 71.5733 63.0514 87.0256 62.0266 -1 71.1585 103.2 

-1 -1 99.8094 62.5647 63.1315 76.8755 80.7521 103.217 -1 -1 

99.7749 109.708 71.3916 -1 -1 98.4727 -1 -1 -1 103.414 

-1 62.9335 88.679 70.5504 110.254 77.5712 91.6632 -1 70.7899 -1 

63.6894 -1 79.9147 -1 63.1108 59.0016 62.9021 80.6118 -1 -1 
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FoV 65 

-1 103.119 62.7803 61.8106 91.8608 114.371 112.226 81.4351 -1 73.911 

-1 -1 62.4799 62.9827 -1 103.437 -1 71.5906 62.7559 -1 

-1 -1 62.4927 -1 113.905 70.907 76.307 80.5262 278.64 74.6197 

-1 79.6861 -1 81.4813 70.5976 71.7155 76.6741 -1 102.74 87.9958 

81.7815 71.8413 61.6363 -1 103.525 70.7106 76.3492 91.7448 62.7584 67.4036 

70.8564 91.8383 62.6581 71.3073 91.8824 91.474 -1 71.1782 71.1928 -1 

-1 62.4622 114.961 62.6801 70.9414 103.496 -1 71.513 71.3847 84.4212 

70.5947 -1 -1 70.5734 -1 80.7742 76.4904 70.1377 81.183 78.0291 

62.5689 113.984 71.084 -1 91.0313 -1 -1 62.2484 102.288 97.939 

-1 92.3848 62.0616 62.4241 92.0769 91.0243 -1 -1 81.7403 89.7306 

81.3726 91.4705 62.7576 62.4757 70.9939 80.6705 100.295 91.73 81.2372 91.0627 

62.3724 115.071 70.8399 -1 62.1842 92.1128 100.41 -1 81.4662 95.2807 

80.5646 92.5427 -1 70.7833 138.202 102.574 76.2863 102.559 71.4518 79.3248 

71.7286 -1 71.2359 71.9979 -1 71.7083 100.517 -1 90.9851 85.1917 

-1 202.126 -1 -1 139.2 70.7037 -1 102.791 71.2954 73.2929 

-1 91.3639 71.0887 81.533 91.5958 71.2991 100.213 -1 -1 -1 

-1 70.6613 70.5542 103.732 -1 81.3398 -1 151.069 62.7084 71.2589 

80.5619 92.1623 81.4511 80.4061 114.259 71.2387 76.4878 80.788 -1 72.8759 

81.3209 90.3678 62.1721 62.8167 91.6675 62.9945 76.2956 71.4093 102.898 79.5966 

139.168 114.991 -1 70.7156 71.0842 80.7448 75.934 -1 92.0052 72.7816 

 

FoV 110 

64.0366 81.0603 -1 71.3213 99.7457 -1 70.2446 79.8895 70.0282 -1 

-1 63.6662 63.9464 64.0932 -1 75.1239 -1 69.811 -1 61.4218 

-1 -1 64.2765 -1 98.9205 -1 79.4122 -1 -1 -1 

90.5124 63.7827 72.3588 64.1368 72.1317 66.0556 -1 61.2565 62.0075 61.2023 

-1 63.7308 89.6906 -1 -1 -1 61.1545 -1 -1 61.4637 

-1 63.6782 90.3817 90.1091 80.7807 75.1896 61.7007 80.1041 -1 69.8573 

-1 63.7605 80.2076 -1 80.6684 -1 -1 -1 61.7854 -1 

71.3165 71.7843 -1 -1 -1 66.3981 90.0752 112.486 -1 61.8291 

100.153 -1 -1 99.4319 80.5809 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

-1 72.1449 -1 64.1236 80.3643 -1 69.1858 79.8047 89.3394 -1 

-1 -1 120.341 -1 -1 75.4792 70.0541 61.8166 -1 69.5863 

-1 72.168 71.7123 71.8652 99.7791 85.7956 -1 -1 89.6297 -1 

-1 63.8554 100.243 64.3726 64.5037 75.2781 79.9218 100.934 89.7489 -1 

-1 -1 63.6478 -1 -1 -1 69.9981 61.2275 -1 -1 

-1 71.7143 110.579 -1 -1 65.5921 112.189 -1 79.1616 80.0035 

-1 -1 89.8331 72.0289 80.2152 66.2255 61.9211 113.062 -1 100.814 

-1 63.6616 100.513 81.0636 -1 96.1327 -1 -1 61.2482 80.1967 

64.3649 64.2554 -1 63.288 109.637 75.1535 124.744 70.0859 79.5044 90.7541 

-1 63.7005 63.9301 64.0312 90.0278 75.1624 79.618 -1 -1 61.7718 

-1 -1 71.0807 63.4898 71.756 -1 61.8173 69.6263 61.5854 -1 
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FoV 110 

69.7655 113.413 101.433 69.6464 101.433 90.7418 109.027 78.6753 148.073 -1 

-1 69.8614 79.2039 112.798 -1 60.9368 -1 70.203 -1 78.7726 

-1 -1 70.1252 90.7288 136.484 80.2055 73.9867 -1 90.0725 -1 

79.9779 69.524 101.397 89.9313 70.2744 69.7755 -1 61.9807 101.737 87.3369 

90.5978 -1 61.8778 61.818 62.0758 -1 72.9857 70.4351 -1 84.4525 

79.5658 90.9825 -1 89.3696 -1 90.8459 63.8222 -1 90.1157 86.2692 

-1 136.869 69.3506 69.9083 161.059 -1 63.8516 61.4447 -1 94.6027 

61.2403 80.4327 61.4697 -1 148.265 80.2939 96.2734 61.5505 61.3497 88.2138 

70.4318 69.9854 -1 61.6116 79.7378 100.772 -1 69.9369 61.9002 95.5576 

-1 61.7283 80.1229 -1 61.6395 90.7477 96.4776 69.9936 70.0073 78.8275 

101.537 80.3595 61.7131 -1 -1 125.332 -1 -1 62.0961 -1 

90.6941 -1 78.8958 80.2975 79.8026 112.246 84.6908 61.6738 61.8189 85.7324 

100.733 61.7808 -1 69.9128 61.5176 101.587 -1 -1 69.5025 87.0184 

-1 -1 78.8498 -1 61.8 111.94 135.63 62.0825 -1 -1 

79.1652 149.019 80.0495 70.3787 61.6497 90.5324 85.0021 70.2718 61.815 71.5325 

-1 61.9214 61.6774 69.7281 62.1128 113.276 63.4342 -1 62.054 81.4679 

70.4168 -1 -1 70.6382 70.0505 61.4639 63.8806 79.8977 112.769 66.9991 

-1 -1 101.008 61.2288 124.188 90.873 -1 61.17 79.1088 71.2199 

-1 124.204 100.288 -1 69.4799 79.4057 63.9328 -1 -1 -1 

89.645 149.496 69.8161 70.413 112.469 90.909 63.7075 124.705 135.831 76.2246 

 


